Dressing For Success
Changing the way we think About dress code

Updated Dress Code Guidelines
Students can choose clothing that makes them feel
comfortable and safe, as long as it complies with the
following guidelines:
1. Does not depict any violence, hatred, drugs, alcohol, gang affiliation, profanity, phobic language or
cruelty of any kind
2. Covers all appropriate areas at all times. Appropriate areas include: stomach, chest and sides (both
male and female) and butt/pelvic/upper thigh areas.
3. Items such as tank tops, sleeveless shirts, any type of shorts, coats, jackets, etc. are all allowed
provided they adhere to #2 of this Section. (Low backs are not a problem)
4. Jewelry is allowed, unless it becomes a safety concern.
5. Hats, hoods, and other types of head coverings are not allowed unless required for religious or
medical purposes.
6. Footwear must be worn for health reasons (cannot go shoeless).

Rights and Responsibilities of STAFF
Staff Have The Responsibility To

Issue dress code infractions for violations against these updated dress code
rules
Treat all students with respect and dignity (i.e. treat them as human beings, not
as “distractions”)
Issue dress code infractions equally (i.e. do not discriminate based on body
type, gender, etc.)
Dress appropriately according to the same rules
Be open and straightforward

Rights and Responsibilities of STUDENTS
Students Have The Responsibility To

Wear appropriate clothing that follows these new guidelines
Treat all staff with respect and dignity (i.e. share your opinions respectfully)
Be open and straightforward; respectfully ask for a private meeting if they feel
they are being treated unfairly

Rights of STUDENTS
Students Have The Right To

1. Be given the reason for the dress code infraction.
2. Have options as to what to do to comply with the rules (call home, change
into PE clothes or clothes in their possession/locker/Deans’ Office clothing)
3. Talk to an outside source about the issue, such as Guidance, another Dean,
an administrator, or a teacher
4. Be treated with respect and dignity
5. Advocate for themselves without concern for consequences

IDs are part of the dress code and must be worn
at all times in the building.
If you forget or lose
your ID, you must
purchase a new ID in the
Deans’ Office.

